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Abstract--Periodic Kalman-Bucy filters that are observable and controllable have a periodic steady state 
error covariance. Using sympleetic matrix representations f covariance updates, a "composite" covariance 
update for an entire period can be defined by matrix multiplication. The steady state periodic ovariance 
at a given time (modulo the period) is known to be the solution of an associated algebraic Riecati equation; 
computation f this single covariance d termines the entire periodic solution. Two methods are presented 
for determining the composite covariance update without he numerical difficulties that may be 
encountered if straightforward matrix multiplication fsymplectic matrices i  used. Applications to the 
practical computation fthe steady state covariance are discussed. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
For linear Gaussian filtering problems with periodic systems matrices, it is well known that under 
conditions of controllability and observability he steady state error covariance exists and is positive 
definite and periodic; see, for example, Ref. [1]. For continuous time problems the fact that the 
steady state error covariance is periodic follows from Floquet's theorem applied to the associated 
periodic linear Hamiltonian system [2-4]. For discrete time periodic filters--the only case we shall 
be concerned with in this paper--the xistence of a periodic positive definite steady state error 
covariance, unique within the cone of non-negative definite symmetric matrices, and the exponential 
convergence to that steady state follow from the corresponding facts for constant systems, by 
regarding the filtering problem over an entire period of the system as a (controllable and 
observable) constant system of greater dimension, see [5], Although existence of a periodic steady 
state covariance can be proved under weaker conditions than controllability and observability, we 
will assume controllability and observability in order to guarantee that all of the above conclusions 
are valid. 
It is a problem of considerable interest o numerically determine the periodic positive definite 
solution to the above filtering problem. In principle, the solution can be obtained by solving the 
Riccati equation for the error covariance matrices, starting from an arbitrary apriori non-negative 
definite covafiance, and monitoring their convergence to steady state. This method has obvious 
drawbacks, one of which is the excessive computational effort involved when the time constants 
for the exponential convergence to steady state are not all small. Alternatively, one may look for 
an algebraic solution to the problem. The covariance update relations from one time point to the 
next can be "composed" to obtain a constant system (of covariance updates) whose time steps cover 
an entire period of the original system. The steady state covariance for this composite constant 
system is the solution of an algebraic Riccati equation. This solution represents the periodic 
solution of the original problem at a point in the periodic "orbit" of repeating covariances, and 
can easily be propagated to other points to obtain the entire periodic solution. 
This paper presents two algorithms for computing a representation f the composite system. The 
algorithms are based on the use of symplectic matrix actions for covariance updates. The actions 
are derived from a Hamiltonian formulation of the continuous time filtering problem [4] and are 
related, see [2], to bilinear transformations appearing in the theory of continued fractions. Although 
tThis research was supported by The Aerospace Corporation, El Segundo, California, under USAF Contract No. 
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no supporting numerical evidence is presented here, the reason for the introduction of the 
algorithms is that straightforward use of the symplectic matrices produced numerically unreliable 
results in computer experiments. The experiments involved low-dimensional (18 state) periodic 
filters derived from a satellite orbit determination problem in which the period was relatively long 
(96 steps) and the transition matrices were not well conditioned for inversion. This experimental 
context explains the attention paid below to the methods for the solution of the algebraic Riccati 
equation for the steady state covariance, and accounts for the occasional remarks on numerical 
reliability and efficiency of various approaches. 
2. PERIODIC FILTERS 
Consider a discrete time Kalman-Bucy filter. Let ¢(n + 1) be the state transition matrix from 
time n to time n + 1. Let C(n) be the covariance matrix for plant noise added in the transition 
to time n (the "actuator matrix"). Let H(n) be the measurement matrix for the vector observation 
occurring at time n, after the process noise addition, and let R(n) be the measurement oise matrix. 
If d is the state dimension and s is the measurement dimension, then the matrices 4(.)  and C(.) 
are d x d, while H(.)  is s x d and R(.) is s x s. 
The most important assumption we will make is that all these matrices are periodic. This means 
that there exists an integer, the period, T > 0, such that K(n + T) = K(n) for all n, where K is any 
of the abovementioned matrices. (Clearly ultimate periodicity suffices for any steady state results; 
for simplicity we have assumed strict periodicity and system matrices defined for all time indices.) 
Note that our periodicity assumption does not include the closure assumption that the product of 
the transition matrices over a period is the identity matrix. 
We will assume that the system is controllable and observable over a period, hence completely 
controllable and observable. No "weak closure" assumptions (e.g. stability) are made on the 
spectrum of the product of the transition matrices over a period. In particular, cases in which the 
underlying dynamic system permits exponential growth in solutions are included in this formu- 
lation. (It is the estimation error dynamics, not the system state dynamics, that are asymptotically 
stable under the conditions of complete controllability and observability). In addition, we assume 
that the transition matrices and measurement oise matrices are invertible. 
The idea that for a discrete system with a periodic solution of period T a fixed point of the map 
from the state at time n to the state at time T + n determines a point on the periodic orbit (and 
hence the whole orbit) goes back at least to Poincar6. Applying this idea to the error covariances, 
the periodic Riccati equation solution can be determined by finding the fixed point of the 
composition of T matrix maps [5, 6]; the maps are of a special "bilinear" form. 
In a Kalman-Bucy filter, there are two error covariance matrices that refer to the same time. 
They are usually distinguished by pairs of time indices, e.g.P. + ~/.. We will use the notation P, for 
the one step predictor covariance and S. for the filter covariance. Thus P. is the error covariance 
of the state at time n, based on observations at times up to but not including time n. In contrast, 
S, is the error covariance of the state at time n, based on observations up to and including time 
n. The covariance update relations for these matrices are the following: 
P.+~ =¢(n  + 1)S.¢~'(n + 1)+ C(n + 1) (1) 
S. = t'. - P. H'(n)[R(n) + H(n)P.H'(n)I- 'H(n)P..  (2) 
The covariance we will be concerned with in the following is the predictor covariance P.. Given 
a complete time history over a period for the steady state predictor covariance, it is a simple matter 
to obtain the time history for the filter covariances, using (2). The equations (1) and (2), when 
solved T times, starting with Po = F, yield Pr = II(T, F) and determine a map ~: F --.FI(T, F) 
which we will call the Poincar6 return map. With the controllability and observability assumptions 
made, ~ maps the d x d symmetric positive definite matrices to themselves and has a unique fixed 
point in that set, which represents he steady state predictor covariance/~0 =/~r =/~:r . . . .  Note 
that steady state values, since they are periodic with period T, arc properly defined for time indices 
mod T. 
An alternate way to determine this fixed point is to consider that (1) and (2) together define a 
sequence of maps z. for which P .+,= z.(P.). It is classical that the maps can be realized by 
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transformations induced by symplectic matrices, see [4, 6, 7]. Recall that a 2d x 2d real matrix 
is symplectic iff Se ' J~  = J, where J is given by 
O I 
I - IO]  
with O and I the d x d zero and identity matrices, respectively. With each % there is associated 
a 2d x 2d (sympletic) matrix ~.  To define ~,  first make the auxiliary definition of the nth sensor 
matrix M(n): 
M(n) = H'(n)R(n)-I H(n). (3) 
Then partition ~ into 4 d x d submatrices: 
and put 
= + l) '-I (5) 
~. = ~(n + 1)'-IM(n) (6) 
<g. = C(n + 1)~(n + 1) '-1 (7) 
~. = q~(n + 1) + C(n + 1)~(n + 1)'-~M(n). (8) 
The matrix ~ is related to % as follows: 
P.+t = %(P.) = (<g. + ~.P.)  (~1. + ~.P . ) - ' ,  (9) 
(The notation used here is that in [4] and [7]; other authors favor a notation that interchanges the 
top and bottom portions of the partitioned matrices above.) 
The maps ~. are "bilinear" or "linear fractional" in the sense that if P. is factored (in any possible 
way) as a quotient P. = YX-I, where X and Y are d x d matrices, then P.+I = WV-',  where 
V = ~¢.X + ~.  Y and W = ~g.X + ~. Y. In particular, the composition % O z._ t corresponds to the 
matrix product ~_  1- Thus, composition of the ~ maps is equivalent to matrix multiplication in the 
sympletic group. The action of sympletic matrices on symmetric matrices is only partially defined; 
it is always defined if the symmetric matrix is non-negative definite and 5~ arises from a filtering 
problem under the assumptions in force here. In order to determine P0, the fixed point of the 
composite mapping Zr_1OZT_20"" "030, it is, in principle, only necessary to multiply the 
corresponding sympletic matrices together and then to find the unique fixed point of the action 
of that product matrix on the d x d symmetric positive definite matrices. This leads to an algebraic 
Riccati equation considered in the next section. Once ~o is found the complete periodic orbit is 
determined in T steps by the equations Pn+l = Tn([',), for n = O, 1, 2 . . . . .  T -  1. 
3. RICCATI EQUATIONS 
Let E be the product symplectic matrix SPr_ 15er_2... ~0. Denoting by " , "  the action, when 
defined, of 2d x 2d symplectic matrices on d x d symmetric matrices, the fixed point equation for 
the steady state predictor covariance P0 = Pr . . . .  may be written as 
Z,Po=Po. (lO) 
We call Z the composite symplectic matrix. If Z is partitioned as 
then the fixed point equation (10) is equivalent, by crossmultiplication, to 
Po /+ = +  Po, (1 l) 
which will be recognized as an algebraic Riccati equation for/~o. 
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Remark.  Obviously, Z depends not just on the periodic system, but also on the choice (mod T), 
of the "starting time"--here 0. Similar fixed point equations can be written for the other choices 
of starting time. For example, P~ is the fixed point of the action defined by the symplectic matrix 
6arS~r- 1• • • ~ = ~X ~-~. These other fixed point equations involve the action of product sympletic 
matrices that are conjugate to X, hence have the same eigenvalues as X. The stable (magnitude 
less than one) eigenvalues of X are the "closed loop" eigenvalues of the steady state system, see 
[4]. These are therefore the same regardless of which starting time is selected (i.e. regardless of what 
point one starts at in traversing a one period closed loop). 
In the case of a constant system, that is, one with period T = I, the Riccati equation (11) is simply 
the covariance update relation for the predictor covariance (i.e. the map zt), specialized to an 
equation by the steady state assumption Pt = P2 . . . . .  Pn = P. In general we will use/~ to denote 
the steady state solution as a fixed matrix when the system matrices are constant and as a periodic 
matrix valued function when the systems matrices are periodic. The analogy of the constant case 
to the steady state case will be completed later, when we will show how X can be considered as 
a composite covariance update--defined bycomposite transition, actuator, and sensor matrices--in 
the periodic case. 
In historical order Roth, Potter, Bass, MArtensson, Willems, Rodriguez-Canabal, nd Laub, 
gave algebraic methods to find /~ in the case of constant system matrices. In the following 
discussion, assume a continuous time, autonomous formulation of the filtering problem, i.e. a 
constant coefficient matrix Riccati differential equation. The theorem of Bass-Roth, see 
[4, Theorem 8.5], shows how spectral factorization of the resolvent of the Hamiltonian yields a 
linear equation for the steady state covariance. Rodriguez-Canabal provided the most general 
existence theorem for the steady state covariance using Zorn's lemma [8], as well as recognizing 
how the periodic case could be resolved [3]. Other factorizations were shown in [8] to determine 
all the other equilibrium points. Potter discovered [9] how one can solve the algebraic Riccati 
equation by using the eigenvectors of the corresponding Hamiltonian matrix while M,irtensson [10] 
and Laub [11] extended his results to the case of repeated eigenvalues. Willems used control 
theoretic frequency domain methods [12], to gain a picture of the general phase portrait of the 
Riccati equation. Shayman has recently published many papers on the phase portrait of various 
versions of the Riccati equation, of which the latest is [13]; he employs techniques from algebraic 
geometry and has used these to rederive results obtained by Rodriguez-Canabal in [3] and [8]. In 
general the continuous time results easily provide the expected iscrete time analogs. Software to 
solve the Riccati equation for the steady state solution was developed as follows. In the early 60s 
the automatic synthesis program, ASP, was developed by Kalman and Englar [7]. It was replaced 
by the generalized automatic synthesis program, GASP, developed by Bass using the Bass--Roth 
theorem [14]. These programs have evolved into software available on the IMSL scientific software 
package. Recently Laub et al. have developed a software package, based on Schur vectors, to find 
/~ for either the continuous or discrete time formulation of the filtering problem [11, 15]. 
4. SYNTHET IC  PRODUCTS 
On a computer, the formation of a product symplectic matrix from a significant number of 
symplectic factors may produce results that are numerically unreliable. That is, if straightforward 
matrix multiplication is performed, using finite precision arithmetic and matrices that satisfy the 
defining equation (~ ' J~  = J, or variants) to a high accuracy, then the resulting products are often 
far from symplectic. For instance, symplectic matrices have eigenvalues in pairs 2 and 1/2, see [17], 
hence the stable and unstable igenspaces (corresponding, respectively, toeigenvalues less than and 
greater than one) have, theoretically, the same dimension. In some cases the computed imensions 
can be unequal. 
This section describes a different representation of (certain) symplectic matrices, based on a 
smaller number of parameters than the 4d 2 matrix entries in the usual 2d x 2d matrix represent- 
ation. In terms of this representation, matrix multiplication using finite precision arithmetic yields 
a product that is exactly symplcctic (though of course only approximately "correct"). Two 
algorithms are given for computing a representation f a product of symplectic factor matrices 
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arising from a filtering problem, one of which depends on the special form of the sensor matrices, 
m(.) .  
Lemma I ("symplectic LDU decomposition") 
Let 
be symplectic. Then 5~ has a decomposition 
as a product of block unit lower triangular, block diagonal, and block unit upper triangular 
symplectic factors, if, and only if, ~¢ is invertible. If that is the case, then C, • and M are uniquely 
determined. 
Proof Easy. See [16] for a detailed proof. This type of decomposition is well known (see, e.g. 
[181). [] 
If 6e has a decomposition, termed asymplectic block LDU decomposition, asshown in equation 
(12), then • is, of course, invertible, 
F ~3,_1 (I)'-IM ] (13) 
6/' = L C~,_1 • + Cq,,_l M 
and C and M are symmetric. The converse is also true. For brevity, we call such decompositions 
LD U decompositions. Thus each of the symplectic matrices defined by equations (4)-(8) has such 
a decomposition. More specifically, using the notation 6" = [C, ~, M] to indicate the LDU 
decomposition shown in equation (12), one has ~ = [C(n + 1), O(n + 1), M(n)]. Note that if 
= [C, ~, M] then, using the symmetry of C and M, the matrices C, ~, and M define Se by means 
of d(d + 1)+ d2= 2d2+ d parameters, a number equal to the dimension of the real linear 
symplectic group Sp(d, R) of 2d x 2d symplectic matrices [17]. In the following lemma, we show 
how to compute the LDU decomposition fa product of two symplectic matrices in terms of given 
LDU decompositions of the factors. This amounts to performing the computation of the product 
in (an open subset of) the Lie algebra of the symplectic group. 
Lemma 2 ("synthetic multiplication ;') 
Let ~ = [C,, Oa, Ma] and ~ = [Cb, Oh, Mb] be LDU decompositions of two symplectic matrices 
with Co, M,, Cb and Mb non-negative definite, and let 5e = ~.  Then 6" = [C, ~, M] where 
= ~]Ja(I + Cbga)-lOb (14) 
M = ¢~'b(I + MoCb)-IMoC~b +Mb (15) 
and 
c = co + ¢oG(I  + MoG)- '¢' . .  (16) 
Furthermore, C and M are non-negative definite. 
Proof We only sketch the proof. The non-negative d finiteness requirements and the symmetry 
of C and M suffice to guarantee that I + M, Cb is invertible. Once the existence of that inverse is 
established, it is an easy matter to show that both (I + MoCb)-~Mo and Cb(l +MoCb) -~ are 
symmetric and non-negative definite. See [16] (particularly lemma 4) for additional detail. It 
follows, of course, that C and M are non-negative d finite and symmetric, and that • is invertible. 
The remainder of the proof is verification of the algebra. Write the product ~affb using the 
representation f equation (13) for the factors. Taking the inverse transpose of the upper left block 
of the product verifies equation (14). Once • is known, use it and equations (15) and (16) to 
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compute the claimed form of 4~'-~M and C4~'-~; these can be checked directly against the 
appropriate block submatrices of ~ .  [] 
Remark. The above formulas are implicit in the equations in [18, Section IV, p. 380] and [5, pp. 
654-655]. The method of Potter and Womble [18] formally computes a "discrete measurement 
equivalent to a set of discrete measurements." It could, in fact, be used directly for computing a
"synthetic product." The formulas obtained after three steps would differ from the above only due 
to indexing and rearrangement of terms due to the symmetry of such factors as (I + MaC b)-mM~. 
(Note: an exponent of -1  appears to be missing from the fourth formula on p. 380 of [18].) 
All the "basic" matrices C defined by equations (4)-(8) satisfy the stated non-negativity 
requirements, o the above lemma provides a way of calculating an LDU decomposition of 
E = ~r-~ ~r-2. . .  ~0. Indeed, it provides everal different ways, depending on how one associates 
the product into simple products of two factors. If the calculations are performed on a computer 
in finite precision arithmetic, these different ways may yield (slightly, one hopes) different 
numerically computed LDU decompositions for Y.. However, provided that the C and M matrices 
that are computed in forming each of the products are exactly symmetric (achieved by forced 
symmetrization, or by computing only (d)(d + 1)/2 of the elements of each matrix), the computed 
LDU decomposition of I2 can reasonably be expected to define exactly one symplectic matrix, 
because the non-negativity requirements (for the C and M matrices) and the invertibility 
requirements (for the ~P matrices) are open conditions. 
For us, one the most significant facts about the "synthetic" calculation of products via LDU 
decompositions is that it avoids the need to invert the transition matrix at each step. When the 
transition matrix is not well conditioned for inversion, as in the experimental cases we studied, this 
can bring about a significant increase in accuracy of the calculation. Furthermore, inpractical cases 
the matrices Cb and M~ are relatively sparse and the nonzero entries are limited in range, the 
product of these matrices is therefore stably computed, and the matrix I + CbMa is usually well 
conditioned for inversion. 
The first algorithm which we offer for computing the composite symplectic matrix Y. (or, at any 
rate, an LDU decomposition for [ )  is simply to compute LDU representations of partial products 
in some fixed order (e.g. ~0,  ~(~0)  . . . .  ), using the formulas in Lemma 2. We will discuss later 
the question of actually forming 12 from its LDU decomposition i the course of solving the 
algebraic Riccati equation for the steady state covariance. 
The second algorithm relies upon the special form of the sensor matrix 
M(n) = H'(n)R(n)- IH(n) and the well known "Matrix Inversion Lemma", which states that 
( I -AXB)  -j =I+A(X  -~-  BA)-~B for matrices of conformable sizes, provided the indicated 
inverses exist. 
Lemma 3 
Suppose M = H'R-~H, with R symmetric positive definite and C symmetric non-negative 
definite. Let W = H'(R + HCH')- IH.  Then 
(I + CM) -~ = I - CW (17) 
(I + MC) -~M = W (18) 
C(! + MC) -~ = C - CWC. (19) 
Proof. The conditions on R and C suffice to guarantee the existence of the inverse of R + HCH'. 
The first result follows from the Matrix Inversion Lemma applied to (I + CM) -l = (I -AXB)  -~, 
with A =-CH' ,  X- - -R -m, and B =H. The third result follows trivially from (I + MC)-~= 
( I -  CW) '= I -  WC. Finally, the second result follows from the first, substituting I -  WC for 
(I + MC)  -~ in (I + MC)-~M, factoring the result as 
H' ( I - (R  + HCH' ) - IHCH' )R - IH  
and applying the Matrix Inversion Lemma to the difference term (I . . . .  ). [] 
In the context of the previous lemma, the above equations show how to perform the calculations 
required for synthetic multiplication by inverting a matrix, R~ + HoCbH~, of size s x s, rather than 
the d x d matrix I + Cb Ma. Of course, Ma must have the required special form. Since it is usually 
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the case that s, the measurement dimension, is significantly smaller than d, the state dimension, 
if often pays to use this means of inverting I + CM. Note that only one inversion of Ra + Ha Cb H'~ 
is required to complete the LDU decomposition of ~ .  
The second algorithm we offer for computing an LDU decomposition of the composite 
symplectic matrix is to compute the LDU decompositions of the following specific sequence of 
partial products: ~0,  ~(~0) ,  ~[~(~0) ]  . . . . .  using Lcmma 3 to compute (I + CbMa) -I and 
inserting the result into the formulas of Lcmma 2. By ensuring that the leftmost factor is always 
one of the "basic" matrices ~,  we know that the left factor in the LDU decomposition 
computation will have the desired form. 
More specifically, let the partial products, ~9°~ * , be defined by Ae0 * = ~0 and ~*  = ~'1 ;  note 
that Z = Ae* i. Let 3e, * = [C*+ i, ~*+1, M* ] be the LDU decomposition f the n th partial product. 
The indexing used here is parallel to that in the decomposition ~ = [C(n + 1), ~(n + 1), M(n)] 
defined by the basic equations (4)-(8). In forming the product ~*  = ~*  i the left factor will then 
have LDU decomposition [C(n + 1), ~(n + 1), M(n)] and the right factor LDU decomposition 
[C*, ~*, M*  i]. Correspondingly, define 
IV, = H'(n)[R(n) + H(n)C* H'(n)]-l H(n). (20) 
It follows from Lemma 3 that the LDU decomposition f ~ can be computed by iteratively solving 
the following three equations for the LDU decompositions of the partial products, starting from 
C* = C(1), 4"  = ~(1), and M* = M(0), and using equation (20) to compute W,: 
~*+1 = ~(n  + 1)(I  -- C* W. )~*  (21) 
M* = #*' W.~.* + M*_, (22) 
C*+1 = C(n + 1) + ~(n + I)(C* - C* W.C*)~'(n + 1). (23) 
Remark. The second algorithm for computing an LDU decomposition of E does not basically 
offer additional accuracy in the computation, except in so far as a smaller size matrix is inverted. 
It can however, offer a significant speedup in processing time. 
5. EIGENSPACE METHODS 
From here on we shall assume that a fxed algorithm has been chosen for computing an LDU 
decomposition ~;= [C, 4, M] of the composite symplectic matrix. The matrices C, 4, and M thus 
computed will be called the composite actuator, composite transition matrix, and composite sensor 
matrix, respectively, or, collectively, the composite system matrices. They define a covariance 
update relation (or "Riccati difference quation") whose steady state solution (the solution to the 
associated algebraic Riccati equation) is the steady state predictor error covariance P0. Note that 
4, is not the ordinary matrix product of the transition matrices 4( . )  over a period. 
Potter's method [9] for computing P0 uses the eigenvalues of Y, directly. If one finds the 
eigenvectors of E and denotes by el. • • ed those eigenvectors with eigenvalues lying exterior to the 
unit circle then 
The f are the left eigenvectors of the steady state closed loop system. Under the assumption that 
the eigenvalues are distinct, the f. span d-space and consequently determine P [19]. Further the 
eigenvalues of I~ which lie inside the unit disk are the eigenvalues of the closed loop filter dynamics, 
and consequently determine the time constants of the steady state periodic system. 
Other algebraic methods (as opposed to "numerical convergence methods"), such as the 
Bass--Roth theorem or the use of Schur vectors and canonical forms, use essentially the same 
information as Potter's method, even if they do not use the eigenvalues of Y. directly. The key item 
of information is that P = YX -I, where the matrix 
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is any basis of the unstable igenspace of Y~, that is, the eigenspace orresponding to eigenvalues 
of norm greater than one. The dimension of that eigenspace is d, the state space dimension (briefly, 
because ~ is 2d x 2d, symplectic eigenvalues occur in pairs of reciprocals, and observability and 
controllability guarantee no unit norm eigenvalues [4]). 
The following Lemma from [20] provides a way to obtain the necessary eigenspace information 
(e.g. bases) without having to actually form the complete symplectic matrix ]C, and, in particular, 
without having to invert the composite transition matrix O. 
Lemma 4 
The eigenvectors, eigenvalues, and other spectral characteristics of 
[ q~'-' O' - 'M ] 
= C~,_  1 0 +C~' - IM  
coincide with those of the generalized problem (A - 2B)e = 0, where 
o I 
and 
Proof  • = B-  i A . [] 
Remark 1. While • is not one of the transition matrices ~(.), nor a product of such matrices, 
one nonetheless a sumes that it is best not to try to invert it when the transition matrices are not 
well conditioned for inversion. Practical experience, in fact, shows that for a long period T, 
the composite • matrix tends to have a large dynamic range, which argues against attempting to 
invert it. 
Remark 2. The indicated reduction to a generalized eigenvalue problem is used in the 
Riccati equation software package by Laub et al. [15] but not in Laub's earlier Schur method 
formulation [11]. 
Remark 3. Notice that the more natural decomposition from the physical point of view is 
= ~¢~ where to'-' o] 
= 
-,=[o' 
Now ~f represents model following and .~ new data. 
6. DETERMINING /~ 
The following are methods that can be used to find the periodic steady state error covariance. 
All but two of the methods tart from the computation of the composite system matrices by 
synthetic multiplication and solve the algebraic Riccati equation for the covariance using standard 
methods previously discussed. The other two methods are included for comparison. 
(a) Simple iteration: iterate quations (1) and (2) from an initial matrix until the result converges. 
(p) Compound iteration: iterate the Riccati difference quation determined by the composite 
symplectic matrix Y~. That is, use the composite O, C, and M matrices in an ordina~'y Riceati 
difference quation and iterate until convergence. Note that if g requires k iterations then/~ will 
require only approximately k/T, for the same degree of convergence. 
(~) Naive composite formation: form Z by multiplying the Ks. Use Potter's method. 
(8) Synthetic multiplication: form g from the composite matrices and use Potter's method. 
(E) Factorization of the synthetic omposite: use the composite matrices to form A and B, as 
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in the previous ection. Solve the generalized eigenvalue problem and use the spectral information 
to compute fro. 
The methods g and/], while accurate, are time consuming in practice when the time constants 
are large or the state dimension is large. If 2m~, denotes the largest norm of a stable (magnitude 
less than one) eigenvalue of g, then IIe~r+ k-- P~ II ~< calyx where c is a constant [4]. Methods ~, and 
while faster tend to be numerically sensitive when the condition number of I: is large. Method 
can lead to total nonsense, as one can obtain supposedly symplectie products with none of the 
properties required for further analysis by Potter's method. Even when an LDU decomposition 
for Y. is computed with apparent reliability in method fi, the resulting 5". (computed from equation 
(12), say) has roughly twice the dynamic range of the composite system matrices and can prove 
numerically intractable. Thus it is wise to avoid forming Y. explicitly. (In particular, in method// 
it would be injudicious to actually compute Y~ and apply equation (9), rather than using C, 4~ and 
M directly in analogues of equations 1and 2.) Method E is clearly best when the composite • matrix 
is not well conditioned, as in the cases we investigated. Where Potter's method is mentioned above, 
equivalent results would presumably be obtained by generalizations to allow for multiple 
eigenvalues. However, we only tested Potter's method itself. 
We tested the above methods on CDC machines (60 bit reals), with FORTRAN routines written 
almost exclusively in single precision. The software was developed using inhouse libraries, then 
rewritten to use EISPACK routines. For the physically motivated problems we used as test cases, 
methods Eand ]/reliably produced answers that agreed. The cases were numerically ill-conditioned, 
as shown by the fact that the smallest eigenvalues were often zero to working (single) precision. 
Such eigenvalues could not, of course, be reproduced exactly with different methods, but they had 
little or no effect on the computed covariance. 
We also conducted tests using software supplied to us by Alan J. Laub. The discrete Riccati 
equation solver RICDSD, based on the Schur methods of [11], and the general Riccati equation 
solver RICSOL, part of the RICPACK software described in [15], both produced answers that 
agreed with ours when executed in double precision on our CDC machine. 
7. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
We have shown how the composite symplectic matrix corresponding to the Poincar6 return map 
of a periodic filtering problem can be determined, and how a steady state covariance (and hence 
the entire periodic steady solution) can be practically computed from it. The computation requires 
only the iteration of a set of coupled d x d matrix equations over a single period. We could have 
made weaker assumptions than controllability and observability at some points, but it is only with 
'those assumptions that one can hope for a robust algorithm. We.have benefited from conversations 
with Bill Feess, Eugene Friedman, Alex Liang and Bryant Winn of Aerospace and Ken Brown of 
IBM. Bill Sinclair of Aerospace provided exceptional programming support. 
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